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Presentation Notes
Slide title: Table of contentsSlide purpose: This slide is an overview of the presentation.Key points: This deck covers the Dynamics 365 ecosystem; concerns and considerations for finance services; the two main pillars of Dynamics 365 Finance—modernize finance and technology modernization; adaptable implementation; and next steps.Why it matters: This slide gives the audience an idea of what will be covered in this presentation.  



How do you want 
to transform your 
business with 
Dynamics 365 
Finance?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: How do you want to transform your business with Dynamics 365 Finance?Slide purpose: This slide is an overview of the Dynamics 365 ecosystem.Key points: Microsoft Dynamics 365 is composed of line-of-business applications across marketing, services, sales, operations, finance, and talent. These products are infused with data and intelligence, connecting the Dynamics 365 applications with Microsoft Power BI, Flow, and PowerApps. Together, these products compose our modern, unified, intelligent, and adaptable product line. They work great independently, but they work even better when they’re together or with an existing business system.Dynamics 365 helps you improve decision making, build customer relationships, and make the most of your operations.Why it matters: This slide gives an all-up view of the Dynamics 365 value proposition.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: The connected AI business cloud Slide purpose: This slide serves as an introduction toDynamics 365 and provides a visual overview of its business applications and technical offerings.First click: cloud connection and data unificationWe’ve created a digital feedback loop to help you connect data and gain clarity on the interdependencies between the people that run your business and your products, operational deficiencies, and customers.This solution breaks down your organization’s data siloes and consolidates the information into a full picture of your organization's strengths and opportunities to improve.Added intelligence at each step can improve your business processes and outcomes.Real-time intelligence and automation allow you to learn from different scenarios and adjust your approach as you progress.
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The world’s connected AI business cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: The connected AI business cloud Slide purpose: This slide serves as an introduction toDynamics 365 and provides a visual overview of its business applications and technical offerings.First click: cloud connection and data unificationWe’ve created a digital feedback loop to help you connect data and gain clarity on the interdependencies between the people that run your business and your products, operational deficiencies, and customers.This solution breaks down your organization’s data siloes and consolidates the information into a full picture of your organization's strengths and opportunities to improve.Added intelligence at each step can improve your business processes and outcomes.Real-time intelligence and automation allow you to learn from different scenarios and adjust your approach as you progress.Second click: the connected AI cloud Dynamics 365 and the Microsoft Power Platform are built on Microsoft Azure, which supports users to control Azure data and modify their applications. Microsoft Office 365 offers users productivity tools and sits on a SaaS layer of infrastructure similar to that of Dynamics 365.Dynamics 365 offers line-of-business applications across commerce, service, marketing, sales, talent, finance and supply chain, and operations.These applications are infused with data and intelligence. They represent our modern, unified, intelligent, and nimble approach.The apps are built to be enhanced and improved by independent software vendors to create direct solutions for customers.Modular cloud apps can also meet core business needs for staff and customers across operations and offerings. They can be used across sales, marketing, finance, supply chain, operations, and more.The Common Data Service supports how your apps connect from Power Platform and other partner services.Why it matters: This slide provides a visual overview of the business application’s technical offerings. Dynamics 365 is the hero brand of this product suite—and it occupies the largest central circle on the slide. Each Dynamics 365 functional area is outside of the circle. Surrounding Dynamics 365 is a symbolic data and intelligence layer, which supports Microsoft Power BI, Flow, and PowerApps. Power Platform is modern, unified, intelligent, and adaptable, which explains its value to the customer.



Supporting 
modern finance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Supporting modern financeSlide purpose: This slide introduces the customer service solution area of Dynamics 365.Key points:Let’s look at how you can use Dynamics 365 business applications to help with specific customer service concerns and needs. I don't think Needs to be aligned to topic



Do you have a centralized, global financial 
management solution that can deliver 
intelligence and insights in real time?

Are the technologies and tools you’re using 
today supporting your business needs?

Are you using analytics in your financial 
process to predict issues and proactively 
provide solutions?

Key considerations for 
modernizing finance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Key considerations for modernizing financeSlide purpose: This slide encourages participants to think about their current situation and if connected field service is right for them Key points:Do you have a centralized, global financial management solution that can deliver intelligence and insights in real time?Are the technologies and tools you’re using today supporting your business needs?Are you using analytics in your financial process to predict issues and proactively provide solutions?Why it matters: This slide is intended to engage finance teams and help them consider and learn more about their environment. no 



Benefits of embracing modern finance

1 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises

60% NEARLY
70% 65%

2 The Hackett Group 3 2019 FinTech Barometer survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Benefits of embracing modern financeSlide purpose: Provide evidence that supports the importance of embracing modern finance. Key points:60 percent of new mid-sized core financial management application projects, and 30 percent of large and global ones, will be public cloud implementations by 2024.1Source: https://resources.sageintacct.com/analyst-reports/gartner-magic-quadrant-report-2019Nearly 70 percent of finance and accounting leaders surveyed say manual processes are still the biggest bottleneck in financial close and accounting operations.2Source: https://www.blackline.com/blog/financial-close/2019-close-different/65 percent of finance professionals anticipate having to develop analytical skills.Source: https://financialit.net/news/digital-identity/onguard-survey-reveals-almost-two-thirds-cfos-expect-digital-transformationWhy it matters: The evidence presented here demonstrates the importance of adopting digital transformation for finance processes. 



Typical financial management functional concerns

Need for tools to allow 
changing workforce to 

support customers 
quickly

Desire to automate business 
processes, from channel 
touchpoints to backend 
financial management 

systems

Isolated systems, 
disconnected 
applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Typical financial management functional concernsSlide purpose: Present common financial management functional concerns and challenges that will be addressed throughout this presentation.  Key points:Typical financial management functional concerns include: Isolated systems and disconnected applicationsDesire to automate business processesNeed for tools that allow a changing workforce to support customers quickly Why it matters: Addressing these common concerns encourages the audience to consider and discover what their major challenges are. 



The changing landscape

Integrating best-of-breed 
financial planning, analysis, 
and close capabilities into 

the core financial 
management suite

New demand for financial 
management apps 

deployed as 
cloud services

Leveraging Machine Learning 
to understand payment 

cycles and patterns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: The changing landscapeSlide purpose: Show how modern technologies are impacting sales and marketing landscape.Key points: Leverage ML to understand customer payment cyclesIntegrating best-of-breed financial planning, analysis, and close/in-monthly close capabilities into the core financial management suiteNew demand for financial management apps deployed as cloud servicesWhy it matters: By understanding current trends in technology, it’s easier to see how Dynamics 365 Finance can provide real-world solutions for common pain points.Currently not a product truth.  Something like, leveraging ML to understand patterns in customer payment cycles 



A focused approach to modernizing finance

Modernize finance Technology modernization

Unify data and connected processes, apps, 
and systems

Adapt your business requirements 
and gain actionable insights in real time

Transform finance with automated, 
integrated global financial processes 

Take advantage of predictive analytics for 
intelligent recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: A focused approach to modernizing financeSlide purpose: This slide introduces the key pillars: modernize finance and technology modernization.Key points: Transform finance with automated, integrated global financial processes.Take advantage of predictive analytics for intelligent recommendations.Unify data and connected processes, apps, and systems.Adapt your business requirements and gain actionable insights in real time. Why it matters: It enables finance teams to explore the Dynamics 365 pillars that can optimize and streamline finance processes and operations.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Functions enabling modern financeSlide purpose: Showcase the various essential business functions and components for Dynamics 365 Finance. All functions and components have been mapped to two core pillars for finance: modernize finance and technology unification.Key points: The business functions covered under modernize finance help finance teams manage various business processes and operations including account management, payments and invoicing, credits, and more. Similarly, functions covered under technology unification help administration teams manage security, user controls, automation, integration, and data visualization.Why it matters: These business functions are required to implement a comprehensive finance management solution and streamline finance management processes.
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Microsoft ecosystem supporting modern finance

SDK  |  AppSource  |  Data Management Suite  | Power Platform

Business Events  |  Microsoft Flow  |  LogicApps | ChatBot

Lifecycle ServicesDynamics 365 SCM / Azure AD

Scalable Mobile 
Options | Web

Common Data Service | Azure Data Lake | Azure SQL | Key Vault | AI Power BI | Financial Reporting | Excel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Microsoft ecosystem supporting modern financeSlide purpose: This slide outlines the key business functions from the previous slide with an overlay of key Microsoft Dynamics 365 products.Key points: Dynamics 365 provides key tools and services to transform your business functions and processes, helping you to meet your business requirements.Why it matters: Dynamics 365 Finance empowers businesses with the modernize finance functions. Integration with first- and third-party solutions helps make technology unification possible for administrative functions.  



Technology modernization

Dynamics 365 provides the foundation to optimize finance

Personalize your finance management requirements 
using tools like Power BI, PowerApps, Common Data 
Service, and Microsoft Flow

Enable effective financial processes with unified data to 
promote growth and competitiveness 

Become more agile using cloud services, enhancing and 
integrating processes across business functions

Effectively manage and operate your Dynamics 365 
Finance implementation and governance with Lifecycle 
Services 

Centralize or distribute financial management with 
embedded reporting and financial analytics

Optimize your team’s productivity with seamless, 
integrated processes and tasks

Elevate financial capabilities with intelligent processes 
like proactive credit management, bank management, 
revenue recognition, and more

Modernize finance

Keep up with frequently changing regulatory 
requirements with globalization and tax configuration, 
e-invoicing, payment, and reporting formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Dynamics 365 provides the foundation to optimize financeSlide purpose: This slide provides an overview of the sub-pillars that will be dissected in more detail throughout this presentation.Key points: Dynamics 365 Finance provides the foundation to fix this.Modernize finance:Centralize or distribute financial management with embedded reporting and predictive financial analytics.Optimize your team’s productivity with seamless, integrated process and tasks.Elevate financial capabilities with intelligent processes like proactive credit management, bank management, revenue recognition, and more. Keep up with frequently changing regulatory requirements with globalization and tax configuration, e-invoicing, payment, and reporting formats. Technology modernization:Effectively manage and operate your Dynamics 365 Finance implementation and governance with Lifecycle Services.Become more agile using cloud services, enhancing and integrating processes across business functions.Enable effective financial processes with unified data to promote growth and competitiveness.Personalize your finance management requirements using tools like Power BI, PowerApps, Common Data Service, and Microsoft Flow.Why it matters: These are the two key pillars that frame the Dynamics 365 Finance discussion. This slide provides an overview of the pillars and prepares the audience for the remainder of the presentation. 



Modernize 
finance

Centralize or distribute financial 
management with embedded reporting 
and predictive financial analytics

Optimize your team’s productivity with 
seamless, integrated processes and tasks

Elevate financial capabilities with 
intelligent processes like proactive 
credit management, bank management, 
revenue recognition, and more

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements with 
globalization and tax configuration, 
e-invoicing, payment, and
reporting formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Modernize financeSlide purpose: Reiterate the sub-pillars associated with modernize finance, which will be broken down into more detail in the following slides. Key points: Centralize or distribute financial management with embedded reporting and predictive financial analytics.Optimize your team’s productivity with seamless, integrated process and tasks.Elevate financial capabilities with intelligent processes like proactive credit management, bank management, revenue recognition, and more. Keep up with frequently changing regulatory requirements with globalization and tax configuration, e-invoicing, payment, and reporting formats. Why it matters: This transitional slide introduces the modernize finance pillar and is intended to prepare the following slides that discuss this pillar in more detail.   



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Centralize or distribute financial 
management with embedded reporting 
and financial analytics

Financial reporting



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Centralize or distribute financial 
management with embedded reporting 
and financial analytics

Maximize financial 
visibility and 
profitability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insights relating to payments by customers, looking at it from a theme for who is a good payer/bad payer/default and make good decisions. Slide  title: Maximize financial visibility and profitabilitySlide purpose: Share considerations on how technology can maximize financial visibility and profitability. Key points: Adopt technology that supports monitoring performance across systems. Enable a connected architecture that supports interrelated charges and customer behaviors. @Kevin Horlock, just updated the slide in the deck and put it within the chapter – just need your speaker notes… 



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Centralize or distribute financial 
management with embedded reporting 
and financial analytics

Financial reporting
• Allow financial and business professionals to create,

maintain, deploy, and view financial statements

• Design reports with more flexibility using out-of-the-box
Report Designer

• Manage the generation and distribution of reports using
financial report collaboration capabilities

• Use interactive report viewing to change different
attributes and filters and find the report data you need

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Financial reportingSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about financial reporting, which is a capability associated with the financial management subpillar.Key points: Allow financial and business professionals to create, maintain, deploy, and view financial statements.Design reports with more flexibility using out-of-the-box Report Designer.Manage the generation and distribution of reports using financial report collaboration capabilities.Use interactive report viewing to change different attributes and filters and find the report data you need.Why it matters: Finance teams with appropriate rights and access controls can take advantage of 22 predefined finance reports. It moves beyond traditional reporting constraints, empowering businesses to efficiently create and edit various types of reports. 



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Optimize your team’s productivity with 
seamless, integrated processes and tasks

Single source of 
intelligence

Role-based 
workspaces

Integration with 
Office 365 apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Optimize your team’s productivity with seamless, integrated processes and tasksSlide purpose: This slide lists the capabilities associated with the team productivity subpillar.Key points: Optimize your team’s productivity with seamless, integrated processes and tasks with a single source of intelligence, role-based workspaces, and integration with Microsoft Office 365 apps.  



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Optimize your team’s productivity with 
seamless, integrated processes and tasks

Single source of 
intelligence
• Drive productivity from assets and resources and

align employees toward strategic goals

• Take advantage of deep data and process
integration across Dynamics 365, Microsoft 365,
LinkedIn, and third-party applications for a
centralized source of intelligent information that
saves your employees time

• Collaborate across your organization and supply
chain to make better and faster decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Single source of intelligenceSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about single source of intelligence, which is a capability associated with the team productivity subpillar. Key points: Drive productivity from assets and resources and align employees toward strategic goals.Take advantage of deep data and process integration across Dynamics 365, Microsoft 365, LinkedIn, and third-party applications for a centralized source of intelligent information that saves your employees time.Collaborate across your organization and supply chain to make better and faster decisions.Why it matters: Centralized data sources are used as a single source of intelligence to organize information that comes from multiple sources.  



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Optimize your team’s productivity with 
seamless, integrated processes and tasks

Role-based workspaces
• Enable fast user actions and decisions with

over 50 role-based workspaces

• Gain global visibility into the financial health
of your business

• Optimize workforce productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Role-based workspacesSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about role-based workspaces, which is a capability associated with the team productivity sub-pillar.Key points: Enable fast user actions and decisions with over 50 role-based workspaces.Gain global visibility into the financial health of your business.Optimize workforce productivity.Why it matters: Role-based workspaces provide a high-level view of key business metrics and make it possible to drill down into transactions and KPIs. Ultimately, this makes it easier to monitor and accelerate business performance.  



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Optimize your team’s productivity with 
seamless, integrated processes and tasks

Integration with 
Office 365
• Create a more productive environment and empower your

employees to get work done

• Interact with Microsoft Excel workbooks and data services
using the Excel Data Connector

• Using the Workbook Designer page, design editable custom
export workbooks that contain an entity and a set of fields

• Save record attachments in Microsoft Azure Blob storage and
SharePoint Online through document management support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Integration with Office 365 appsSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about integration with Office 365 apps, which is a capability associated with the team productivity sub-pillar.Key points: Create a more productive environment and empower your employees to get work done.Interact with Microsoft Excel workbooks and data services using the Excel Data Connector.Using the Workbook Designer page, design editable custom export workbooks that contain an entity and a set of fields.Save record attachments in Microsoft Azure Blob storage and SharePoint Online through document management support.Why it matters: Microsoft Office integration capabilities empower teams to be more productive with seamless access to Microsoft Office apps using Dynamics 365 Finance.   



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Elevate financial capabilities 
with intelligent processes

Proactive credit 
Management

Revenue 
recognition

Budget planning 
and forecasting

Project 
accounting

Cash and bank 
management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Elevate financial capabilities with intelligent processesSlide purpose: This slide lists each of the capabilities associated with the intelligent processes sub-pillar.Key points: Elevate financial capabilities with intelligent processes such as proactive credit management, revenue recognition, budget planning and forecasting, project accounting, and cash and bank management.  



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Elevate financial capabilities with 
intelligent processes

Proactive credit 
management
• Get enterprise-grade credit management capabilities to

proactively suggest credit control activities

• Manage credit risks while ensuring that customers have the
flexibility to take advantage of promotions and make the
purchases they need.

• Supported functionalities such as:
− Management of risk scores
− System-suggested credit limits
− Configurable blocking rules
− Automation of credit cases and more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Proactive credit managementSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about proactive credit management, which is a capability associated with the intelligent processes sub-pillar.Key points: Get enterprise-grade credit management capabilities to proactively suggest credit control activities.Manage credit risks while ensuring that customers have the flexibility to take advantage of promotions and make the purchases they need.Supported functionalities such as management of risk scores, system-suggested credit limits, configurable blocking rules, automation of credit cases, and more.Why it matters: Proactive credit management empowers accounting and finance professionals to increase cash flow, reduce debts, and gain deep insight and controls with automated credit control management. 



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Elevate financial capabilities with 
intelligent processes

Revenue recognition
• Manage revenue pricing, schedule, sale order reallocations,

reporting, and more
• Enable users to enter prices recognized as different from what

the customer is charged
• Use revenue schedules to determine the number of months

for the revenue deferral
• Reallocate multiple sales orders
• View the status of schedule records created for deferred revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Revenue recognitionSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about revenue recognition, which is a capability associated with the intelligent processes sub-pillar.Key points: Manage revenue pricing, schedule, sale order reallocations, reporting and more.Enable users to enter prices recognized as different from what the customer is charged.Use revenue schedules to determine the number of months for the revenue deferral.Reallocate multiple sales orders.View the status of schedule records created for deferred revenue.Why it matters: Revenue recognition offers advanced capabilities to simplify business processes. This makes it easier to define revenue pricing and scheduling, set sales order reallocations, and monitor revenue scheduling statuses. The revenue recognition feature provides a flexible framework that allows businesses to define rules for recognizing revenue prices and schedules.   



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Elevate financial capabilities with 
intelligent processes

Budget planning and 
forecasting
• Manage your financial resources using account charts, workflows,

source documents and journals, configurable calculation of available
funds, budget cycles, and thresholds

• Configure unlimited monetary and quantitative scenarios and define
a budgeting organizational hierarchy to support top-down and
bottom-up budgeting methods

• Convert the budget plan to a budget register entry while providing
tools for maintaining the budget and keeping amounts traceable
through budget codes

• Get started setting up budget planning on the budget planning
configuration page

• Compare budgets to actuals and identify trends using rolling
forecasts, which are supported through budget plan documents
as initial planning activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Budget planning and forecastingSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about budget planning and forecasting, which is a capability associated with the intelligent processes sub-pillar.Key points: Manage your financial resources using account charts, workflows, source documents and journals, configurable calculation of available funds, budget cycles, and thresholds.Configure unlimited monetary and quantitative scenarios and define a budgeting organizational hierarchy to support top-down and bottom-up budgeting methods.Convert the budget plan to a budget register entry while providing tools for maintaining the budget and keeping amounts traceable through budget codes.Get started setting up budget planning on the budget planning configuration page.Compare budgets to actuals and identify trends using rolling forecasts, which are supported through budget plan documents as initial planning activities.Why it matters: Budget planning and forecasting enables finance teams to streamline long-term strategic planning and annual budget planning. Accurate forecasting makes it easier to plan expenses and budgets.  



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Elevate financial capabilities with 
intelligent processes

Project accounting
• Build accurate project estimates using embedded cost and bill rates,

estimate templates, and WBS tools

• Create industry-focused projects by drawing on features such as
contract management, quotations, budgeting, project policies,
project parameters, and categories

• Manage and control your projects using project forecasts, which
provide
an operational perspective, and project budgets, which help you
focus more on the financial amounts

• Maintain project cost control by summarizing actual cost,
committed cost, and remaining budget to discover total expected
cost and compare with the original budget

• Use cash flow monitoring to review both the forecasted cash
flows and the actual cash flows for a project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Project accountingSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about project accounting, which is a capability associated with the intelligent processes sub-pillar.Key points: Build accurate project estimates using embedded cost and bill rates, estimate templates, and WBS tools.Create industry-focused projects by drawing on features such as contract management, quotations, budgeting, project policies, project parameters, and categories.Manage and control your projects using project forecasts, which provide an operational perspective, and project budgets, which help you focus more on the financial amounts.Maintain project cost control by summarizing actual cost, committed cost, and remaining budget to discover total expected cost and compare with the original budget.Use cash flow monitoring to review both the forecasted cash flows and the actual cash flows for a project.Why it matters: Business processes across any industry involving different project management tasks—such as managing resources, schedules, and costs, plus accounting—can be easily planned, executed, and analyzed with Dynamics 365 Finance.



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Elevate financial capabilities with 
intelligent processes

Cash and bank 
management
• Maintain financial instruments like deposit slips, checks, bills

of exchange, and promissory notes

• Reconcile bank statements and print bank data on standard reports

• Analyze upcoming cash flow and currency requirements to estimate
the company's future need for cash

• Integrate cash flow forecasting tools with general ledger, accounts payable,
accounts receivable, budgeting, and inventory management

• Get a summary view of your bank management, including summary
tiles, bank account information, balance chart, and related information

• Use the capabilities of Microsoft Power BI to show visuals related to bank
account balances

• Import electronic bank statements and automatically reconcile with bank
transactions through advanced bank reconciliation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Cash and bank managementSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about cash and bank management, which is a capability associated with the intelligent processes sub-pillar.Key points: Maintain financial instruments like deposit slips, checks, bills of exchange, and promissory notes.Reconcile bank statements and print bank data on standard reports.Analyze upcoming cash flow and currency requirements to estimate the company's future need for cash.Integrate cash flow forecasting tools with general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable, budgeting, and inventory management.Get a summary view of your bank management, including summary tiles, bank account information, balance chart, and related information.Use the capabilities of Microsoft Power BI to show visuals related to bank account balances.Import electronic bank statements and automatically reconcile with bank transactions through advanced bank reconciliation.Why it matters: Project management and accounts teams can use cash and bank management capabilities to maintain the legal entity’s bank accounts and the financial instruments that are associated with those bank accounts such as business processes, bank reconciliation, payments, settlements, and more. 



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements

E-invoicing Centralized 
payments

Globalization and 
taxes configuration

E-reporting
formats

Certifications and 
accreditations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Keep up with frequently changing regulatory requirementsSlide purpose: This slide lists each of the capabilities associated with the changing regulatory requirements sub-pillar. Key points: Keep up with frequently changing regulatory requirements with e-invoicing, centralized payments, globalization and taxes configuration, e-reporting formats, and certifications and accreditations.   



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements

E-invoicing
• Generate secure, confidential, authentic, and legally acceptable

invoices electronically

• Ensure that international standards are applied
to your electronic invoices

• Create electronic invoices for the following documents:
− Sales order
− Free text invoice
− Credit note
− Return order
− Project invoice
− Project sales order

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: E-invoicingSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about e-invoicing, which is a capability associated with the regulatory requirements sub-pillar.Key points: Generate secure, confidential, authentic, and legally acceptable invoices electronically.Ensure that international standards are applied to your electronic invoices.Create electronic invoices for the following documents: sales order, free text invoice, credit note, return order, project invoice, and project sales order.Why it matters: By keeping industrial and regional compliance standards, Dynamics 365 Finance helps finance teams meet compliance requirements for e-invoicing. By defining how the invoice data is put on the e-invoice, business parties can understand the document in the same way. 



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements

Centralized payments
• Create and manage payments by using a single legal

entity that handles all payments—so the same
transaction doesn't have to be entered in multiple legal
entities

• Streamline processes for payment proposals,
settlements, and editing open and closed transactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Centralized paymentsSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about centralized payments, which is a capability associated with the regulatory requirements sub-pillar.Key points: Create and manage payments by using a single legal entity that handles all payments—so the same transaction doesn't have to be entered in multiple legal entities.Streamline processes for payment proposals, settlements, and editing open and closed transactions.Why it matters: With centralized payment capabilities, finance and account professionals can eliminate the need to enter the same transaction in multiple legal entities. Save time by streamlining the payment proposal process, the settlement process, open transaction editing, and closed transaction editing for centralized payments  



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements

Globalization and taxes 
configuration
• Take advantage of a customizable and configurable tax engine

and rules that determine tax applicability, calculation, posting,
and settlement based on legal and business requirements

• Configure features to let partners and customers create
extensions and customizations based on their needs,
without coding

• Comply with local and regional deployments for government
regulations that require data to be stored or serviced differently
than other countries/regions

• Offers partner localizations for many locations with availability
in 37 countries and 42 languages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Globalization and taxes configurationSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about globalization and taxes configuration, which is a capability associated with the regulatory requirements sub-pillar.Key points: Take advantage of a customizable and configurable tax engine and rules that determine tax applicability, calculation, posting, and settlement based on legal and business requirements.Configure features to let partners and customers create extensions and customizations based on their needs, without coding.Comply with local and regional deployments for government regulations that require data to be stored or serviced differently than other countries or regions.Offers partner localizations for many locations with availability in 37 countries and 42 languages.Why it matters: Localization and regulatory features allow organizations to create country/region-specific customized solutions by separating localization models and applying country/region specific functionalities. 



MODERNIZE 
FINANCE

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements

E-reporting formats
• Use the electronic reporting (ER) tool to configure formats

for electronic documents in accordance with the legal requirements
of various countries/regions

• Adopt new regulatory requirements and generate business
documents in the required format to electronically exchange
information with government bodies, banks, and other parties

• Allow business users to configure reporting formats instead of code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: E-reporting formats Slide purpose: This slide goes into detail about e-reporting formats, which is a capability associated with the regulatory requirements sub-pillar.Key points: Use the electronic reporting tool to configure formats for electronic documents in accordance with the legal requirements of various countries or regions.Adopt new regulatory requirements and generate business documents in the required format to electronically exchange information with government bodies, banks, and other parties.Allow business users to configure reporting formats instead of code.Why it matters: With the electronic reporting (ER) tool, you can customize reporting formats based on an original format. The tool also includes capabilities for automatically upgrading the customized format when the original format is changed because of localization and customization requirements.
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FINANCE

Keep up with frequently changing 
regulatory requirements

Certifications and 
accreditations
• Adhere to strict privacy and security practices when building features

and operating the service

• Pass internal and external audits

• Respond to requirements including:
− First-priority, cross-industry certifications (ISO 27001, 27017,

27018, SOC 1 [SSAE 18] Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, PA-DSS)
− Health- HIPAA BAA
− Government-EU-US Privacy Shield, EU Model Clauses, UK Official,

Spain ENS, Spain LOPD, FINMA (Swiss, FSI), FERPA, New Zealand
Gov CIO Fx, Australian CCSL (IRAP), Singapore MTCS Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Certifications and accreditations Slide purpose: This slide goes into detail about certifications and accreditations, which is a capability associated with the regulatory requirements sub-pillar.Key points: Adhere to strict privacy and security practices when building features and operating the servicePass internal and external audits.Respond to requirements including:First-priority, cross-industry certifications (ISO 27001, 27017, 27018, SOC 1 [SSAE 18] Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, PA-DSS)Health- HIPAA BAAGovernment-EU-US Privacy Shield, EU Model Clauses, UK Official, Spain ENS, Spain LOPD, FINMA (Swiss, FSI), FERPA, New Zealand Gov CIO Fx, Australian CCSL (IRAP), Singapore MTCSWhy it matters: Dynamics 365 Finance provides a security model that protects data integrity and privacy. The solution supports various compliance standards and certifications across cross industry, healthcare, manufacturing, and even for government organizations, while enabling efficient data access and collaboration.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trust-center/product-overview


A focused approach to modernizing finance

Modernize finance Technology modernization

Unify data and connected processes, apps, 
and systems

Adapt your business requirements 
and gain actionable insights in real time

Transform finance with automated, 
integrated global financial processes 

Take advantage of predictive analytics for 
intelligent recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: A focused approach to modernizing financeSlide purpose: Reintroduce this slide, which highlights the key pillars: modernize finance and technology modernization.Key points: Transform finance with automated, integrated global financial processes.Take advantage of predictive analytics for intelligent recommendations.Unify data and connected processes, apps, and systems.Adapt your business requirements and gain actionable insights in real time. Why it matters: It enables finance teams to explore the Dynamics 365 pillars that can optimize and streamline finance processes and operations.



Technology 
modernization

Effectively manage and operate your 
Dynamics 365 Finance implementation 
and governance with Lifecycle Services 

Become more agile using cloud 
services, enhancing and integrating 
processes across business functions

Enable effective financial processes 
with unified data to promote growth 
and competitiveness 

Personalize your finance management 
requirements using tools like Power BI, 
PowerApps, Common Data Service, 
and Microsoft Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Technology modernizationSlide purpose: This slide reiterates the sub-pillars for technology modernization, which will be broken down into more detail in the following slides. Key points: Effectively manage and operate your Dynamics 365 Finance implementation and governance with Lifecycle Services.Become more agile using cloud services, enhancing and integrating processes across business functions.Enable effective financial processes with unified data to promote growth and competitiveness. Personalize your finance management requirements using tools like Power BI, PowerApps, Common Data Service, and Microsoft Flow.Why it matters: This slide introduces sub-pillars for technology unification discussed in the following slides.



TECHNOLOGY 
MODERNIZATION

Effectively manage and operate your 
Dynamics 365 Finance implementation 
and governance with Lifecycle Services 

Lifecycle 
Services

Business process 
modeler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Effectively manage and operate your Dynamics 365 Finance implementation and governance with Lifecycle ServicesSlide purpose: This slide lists each of the capabilities associated with the implementation and governance sub-pillar. Key points: Effectively manage and operate your Dynamics 365 Finance implementation and governance with Lifecycle Services and BPM. 



TECHNOLOGY 
MODERNIZATION

Effectively manage and operate your 
Dynamics 365 Finance 
implementation and governance

Lifecycle Services 
• Manage Dynamics 365 Finance through

a cloud-based collaborative workspace using Lifecycle Services

• Obtain up-to-date project information using
an intuitive dashboard from a single location

• Use for projects from pre-sales to implementation and operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Lifecycle ServicesSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about Lifecycle Services, which is a capability associated with the implementation and governance sub-pillar.Key points: Manage Dynamics 365 Finance through a cloud-based collaborative workspace using Lifecycle Services.Obtain up-to-date project information using an intuitive dashboard from a single location.Use for projects from pre-sales to implementation and operations.Why it matters: Lifecycle Services for the Dynamics 365 portal helps admin teams to manage the application lifecycle of Finance implementations. Admin teams can ensure repeatable, predictable success with each roll-out of an implementation, update, or upgrade. 



TECHNOLOGY 
MODERNIZATION

Effectively manage and operate your 
Dynamics 365 Finance 
implementation and governance

Business process modeler 
• Create, view, and modify repeatable implementations based

on business process libraries and flowchart using the business
process modeler (BPM) in Lifecycle Services

• Synchronize BPM library with Microsoft
Azure DevOps

• Export to Microsoft Word or Visio to expand communication
and documentation of processes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Business process modelerSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about BPM, which is a capability associated with the implementation and governance sub-pillar.Key points: Create, view, and modify repeatable implementations based on business process libraries and flowchart using the business process modeler (BPM) in Lifecycle Services.Synchronize BPM library with Microsoft Azure DevOps.Export to Microsoft Word or Visio to expand communication and documentation of processes.Why it matters: Align your business processes in Dynamics 365 Finance, with industry-standard processes that are described by the American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC). Dynamics 365 is compatible with Microsoft Word and Visio, help you to generate and expose business processes. 



TECHNOLOGY 
MODERNIZATION

Become more agile using cloud 
services, enhancing and integrating 
processes across business functions

Synchronize products 
directly from Dynamics 365 
Finance to Dynamics 365 Sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Become more agile using cloud services, enhancing and integrating processes across business functionsSlide purpose: This slide lists the capability associated with the enhanced and integrated processes sub-pillar.Key points: Become more agile using cloud services, enhancing and integrating processes across business functions.  
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Become more agile using cloud 
services, enhancing and integrating 
processes across business functions

Synchronize products 
directly from Dynamics 
365 Finance 
to Dynamics 365 Sales
• Enable the flow of data for accounts, contacts, products, sales

quotations, sales orders, and sales invoices between Dynamics
365 Finance and Sales using cash templates available with the
Data Integration feature

• Perform sales and marketing activities in Sales while handling
order fulfilment by using inventory management in Finance

• See Prospect to cash documentation for more information on
types of direct synchronization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Synchronize products directly from Dynamics 365 Finance to Dynamics 365 SalesSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about synchronizing products directly from Dynamics 365 Finance to Dynamics 365 Sales, which is a capability associated with the enhanced and integrated processes sub-pillar. Key points: Enable the flow of data for accounts, contacts, products, sales quotations, sales orders, and sales invoices between Dynamics 365 Finance and Sales using cash templates available with the Data Integration feature.Perform sales and marketing activities in Sales while handling order fulfilment by using inventory management in Finance.See Prospect to cash documentation for more information on types of direct synchronization.Why it matters: By using a data integrator, admins can help finance and account teams to bring Dynamics 365 Sales data into the Common Data Service. Standard and custom entities within the Common Data Service provide a secure and cloud-based storage option for your data. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/supply-chain/sales-marketing/prospect-to-cash
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Enable effective financial processes 
with unified data to promote growth 
and competitiveness 

Business intelligence with 
Microsoft Power BI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Enable effective financial processes with unified data to promote growth and competitivenessSlide purpose: This slide lists the capability associated with the effective financial processes sub-pillar.Key points: Enable effective financial processes with unified data to promote growth and competitiveness with business intelligence with Microsoft Power BI. 
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Enable effective financial processes 
with unified data to promote growth 
and competitiveness 

Business intelligence 
with Microsoft Power BI
• Derive insights from transactional and observational

data and then get those insights into the hands
of every employee to support decision making

• Create a data culture where every employee can make
decisions based on facts, not opinions

• Create composites of reports from various other
Power BI content together with actuals and budget
balances from general ledger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Business intelligence with Microsoft Power BISlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about business intelligence with Microsoft Power BI, which is a capability associated with the effective financial processes sub-pillar. Key points: Derive insights from transactional and observational data and then get those insights into the hands of every employee to support decision making Create a data culture where every employee can make decisions based on facts, not opinionsCreate composites of reports from various other Power BI content together with actuals and budget balances from general ledgerWhy it matters: Power BI works seamlessly with Dynamics 365 to provide self-service analytics solutions. Finance and accounts managers can get deeper insights into financial activities such as financial performance, cashflow, sales profitability, credit and collection, purchase, and more.
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Personalize your finance 
management requirements 

Unify your data and 
process across sources 
using Microsoft Power 
Platform

Integrate with 
Microsoft 
Azure Logic Apps

Build and deploy 
scalable native mobile 
apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Personalize your finance management requirementsSlide purpose: This slide lists the capabilities associated with the personalized finance management sub-pillar.Key points: Personalize your finance management requirements with unified data and processes using Microsoft Power Platform, integration with Microsoft Azure Logic Apps and scalable native mobile apps.  
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Personalize your finance management 
requirements 

Unify your data and processes 
across sources using 
Microsoft Power Platform
• Easily connect and unify your data from popular data sources

using prebuilt connectors

• Create custom entities, populate them with business data using Power
Query, and build rich applications with PowerApps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Unify your data and process across sources using Microsoft Power PlatformSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about unified data and processes across sources using Microsoft Power Platform, which is a capability associated with the personalized finance management sub-pillar.Key points: Easily connect and unify your data from popular data sources using prebuilt connectors.Create custom entities, populate them with business data using Power Query, and build rich applications with PowerApps.Take advantage of prebuilt Microsoft Flow templates with frequently used applications to track and respond to business events as they happen.Integrate PowerApps with Flow to trigger workflows from within apps or combine PowerApps with Power BI to drive business data analytics.Why it matters: Enable finance teams to improve productivity across their business with an integrated application platform that combines Power BI, PowerApps, and Microsoft Flow to automate workflows, improve business productivity, and analyze data for insights. 
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Personalize your finance 
management requirements 

Integrate with Microsoft 
Azure Logic Apps
• Automate and orchestrate tasks, business processes,

and workflows without needing to code

• Simplify how you design and build scalable solutions for app
integration, data integration, system integration, enterprise
application integration (EAI), and business-to-business (B2B)
communication

• Create logic apps that securely access and process data in real
time using triggers, actions, or both via the Dynamics 365
Finance connector

• Use Azure Resource Manager for DevOps, source control, and
testing support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Integrate with Microsoft Azure Logic AppsSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about integrating with Microsoft Azure Logic Apps, which is a capability associated with the personalized finance management sub-pillar.Key points: Automate and orchestrate tasks, business processes, and workflows without needing to code.Simplify how you design and build scalable solutions for app integration, data integration, system integration, enterprise application integration (EAI), and business-to-business (B2B) communication.Create logic apps that securely access and process data in real time using triggers, actions, or both via the Dynamics 365 Finance connector.Use Azure Resource Manager for DevOps, source control, and testing support.Why it matters: With Logic App integration, you can build a logic app that creates a task in Dynamics 365 whenever a new lead record is created. You can include actions in your logic apps that get responses from Dynamics 365 and make the output available for other actions. 
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Personalize your finance management 
requirements 

Build and deploy scalable 
native mobile apps
• Empower employees to work from virtually anywhere,

anytime with the seamless access and unified experience of
mobile apps

• Enable your organization to make its business processes—
like sales orders, project timesheets, and vendor
collaborations—available on mobile devices

• Use the point-and-click workspace designer included with
the web client to easily create mobile workspaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Build and deploy scalable native mobile appsSlide purpose: This slide goes into detail about building and deploying scalable native mobile apps, which is a capability associated with the personalized finance management sub-pillar.Key points: Empower employees to work from virtually anywhere, anytime with the seamless access and unified experience of mobile apps.Enable your organization to make its business processes—like sales orders, project timesheets, and vendor collaborations—available on mobile devices.Use the point-and-click workspace designer included with the web client to easily create mobile workspaces.Why it matters: To empower finance and accounts professionals, IT teams can configure different mobile workspaces with the Dynamics 365 Unified Operations mobile app. These workspaces can be Company Directory, My Team, Invoice Approval, Expense Management, Purchase Order Approval, Cost Controlling, and more. 



• Enable access to important reports,
wherever and whenever you need them.

• Build no-code or low-code apps within
PowerApps or using Azure SDK.

• Ensure data consistency across apps,
regardless of how users choose to access
data.

Microsoft PowerApps

Build and deploy scalable web 
and mobile client apps.

TECHNOLOGY 
MODERNIZATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Microsoft PowerAppsSlide purpose: This slide supports landing the concept of utilizing PowerApps to support extension of pertinent information to a specific individuals or departments. Key points: Supports extending key information to direct audiences leveraging central data serviceEasy to use low-code / no-code



• Transform your remote workforce with
custom apps that streamline specific
business processes.

• Deliver native Android, iOS, and Windows
apps with a shared Microsoft .NET code
base.

Custom apps with 
Xamarin

Build and deploy scalable web 
and mobile client apps.

TECHNOLOGY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Custom apps with XamarinSlide purpose: This slide supports landing the concept of utilizing Xamarin apps to support extension of pertinent information to external individuals or groups.Key points: Extensibility exists beyond your internal organizationsSupports multiple device OS. .Net code base – requires minimal coding



An adaptable approach to modernizing finance

Foundational accounting 
and finance

Modern finance

Enable consolidation, intercompany, 
credit management, and revenue 

recognition functions

Lay the groundwork with general 
ledger, accounts payable, 

Cashbook AR, budgeting, and 
fixed assets capabilities

Core Advanced Extended

Expanded reporting 
and finance

Integrate AI-driven predictive 
analytics and intelligent actionable 

insights with electronic invoicing and 
other enterprise applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: An adaptable approach to modernizing financeSlide purpose: This slide demonstrates the typical phases and capabilities associated with an adaptive implementation.Key points: Foundational accounting and finance lay the groundwork with general ledger, accounts payable, Cashbook AR, budgeting, and fixed asset capabilities.Expanded reporting and finance enable consolidation, intercompany, credit management, and revenue recognition functions.Modern finance integrates AI-driven predictive analytics and intelligent actionable insights with electronic invoicing and other enterprise applications. Why it matters: Dynamics 365 Finance can be deployed using an adaptive approach to allow finance and accounts teams to achieve the business value that best meets their business goals.



Core
ADAPTABLE IMPLEMENTATION

Foundational accounting 
and finance

• Accounts management (payable and receivable)
• Budgeting
• Cash and bank management
• Assets management
• General ledger
• Payment and terms
• Financial reporting
• Cost accounting
• Expense management
• Globalization
• Regional regulatory features

• Centralized and global financial
management solution

• Robust financial intelligence and
embedded analytics in real time

• Role-based workspaces
• Intelligent automation, task

prioritization, and integration
• Automation for accounting,

controlling, and budgeting workflows
• Extensive functionalities for effective

cash flow management

• Ensures complete transparency over
running costs, receivables, and
liabilities plus budgets, forecasts and
cash flow

• Maintains legal entity’s bank accounts
and financial instruments

• Supports compliance with statutory
provisions and expansion into
other countries

• Adjusts to changing global financial
requirements

Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: CoreSlide purpose: This slide goes into more detail about the core approach to modernized finance.Key points: The core approach to modernized finance involves the foundational aspects of accounting and finance.These capabilities provide the following benefits:Centralized and global financial management solutionRobust financial intelligence and embedded analytics in real timeRole-based workspacesIntelligent automation, task prioritization, and integrationAutomation for accounting, controlling, and budgeting workflowsExtensive functionalities for effective cash flow managementThese capabilities help you:Ensure complete transparency over running costs, receivables, and liabilities plus budgets, forecasts and cash flowMaintain legal entity’s bank accounts and financial instrumentsSupport compliance with statutory provisions and expansion into other countriesAdjust to changing global financial requirementsWhy it matters: By taking advantage of the out-of-the-box capabilities of Dynamics 365 Finance, you can gain significant benefits that can result in streamlined foundational accounting and finance. 



Extended
ADAPTABLE IMPLEMENTATION

Expanded reporting 
and finance

• Credit Management
• Financial reporting

• Revenue recognition
• Cash flow forecasting

• Power BI dashboards

• Actionable insights in real time using
business intelligence

• Predictive analytics that connects
across systems

• Turns data into insightful
visualizations
to help make business decisions
quickly and confidently

• Extends analytical workspaces
by integrating external data
with Power BI

Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: ExtendedSlide purpose: This slide goes into more detail about the extended approach to modernized finance.Key points: The extended approach to modernized finance involves expanded reporting and finance.These capabilities provide the following benefits:Actionable insights in real time using business intelligencePredictive analytics that connects across systemsTurns data into insightful visualizations to help make business decisions quickly and confidentlyExtends analytical workspaces by integrating external data with Power BIWhy it matters: By seamlessly integrating with Microsoft and other third-party tools and services, you can extend comprehensive reporting and intelligent insights and gain significant benefits out of it.



Advanced
ADAPTABLE IMPLEMENTATION

Modern finance

• Lifecycle Services
• Integration with other Dynamics 365 solutions (Field Service,

Project Service Automation, Talent, Commerce)
• Microsoft Power Platform, Common Data Service, and Power BI
• Business events, Microsoft Flow, and LogicApps

• With Lifecycle Services, it’s easier to
get support when you need it

• Direct synchronization across
Dynamics 365 Finance, Sales, and
Project Service Automation

• PowerApps, Power BI, and Microsoft
Flow enable you to customize, extend,
and build the apps you need for your
business and unlock the potential of
Dynamics 365

• By embedding PowerApps in
Dynamics 365 Finance, you can add
custom fields without writing code

Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: AdvancedSlide purpose: This slide goes into more detail about the advanced approach to modernized finance.Key points: The advanced approach to modernized finance includes Dynamics 365 finance.These capabilities provide the following benefits:With Lifecycle Services, it’s easier to �get support when you need itDirect synchronization across Dynamics 365 Finance, Sales, and Project Service AutomationPowerApps, Power BI, and Microsoft Flow enable you to customize, extend, and build the apps you need for your business and unlock the potential of Dynamics 365By embedding PowerApps in Dynamics 365 Finance, you can add custom fields without writing code Why it matters: By using advanced technologies, you can modernize your finance operations and processes. 



Foundational accounting 
and finance

Modern finance

• Accounts management (payable and
receivable)

• Budgeting
• Cash and bank management
• Assets management
• General ledger
• Payment and terms
• Financial reporting
• Cost accounting
• Expense management
• Globalization
• Regional regulatory features

• Credit Management
• Financial reporting

• Revenue recognition
• Cash flow forecasting

• Power BI dashboards

• Lifecycle Services
• Integration with other Dynamics 365 solutions (e.g.

Field Service, Project Service Automation, Talent,
Commerce)

• Microsoft Power Platform, Common Data Service,
and Power BI

• Business events, Microsoft Flow, and LogicApps

Expanded reporting 
and finance

ADAPTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

Core Extended Advanced

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Core | Extended | AdvancedSlide purpose: Present a summary of the key features that are typically implemented during the Dynamics 365 modern finance journey. Key points: Core: Foundational accounting and financeAccounts management (payable and receivable)BudgetingCash and bank managementAssets management General ledgerPayment and terms Financial reportingCost accountingExpense management GlobalizationRegional regulatory featuresExtended: Expanded reporting and financeFinancial reporting Revenue recognitionPredictive paymentsCash flow forecastingPower BI dashboardsAdvanced: Modern financeLifecycle ServicesIntegration with other Dynamics 365 solutions (Field Service, Project Service Automation, Talent, Commerce)Microsoft Power Platform, Common Data Service, and Power BIBusiness events, Microsoft Flow, and LogicApps Why it matters:This is a summary of the key features, capabilities, and add-ons that are typically implemented during the Dynamics 365 finance modernization journey with core, extended, and advanced maturity phases.



Next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Next stepsSlide purpose: Section divider Next steps allows presenter to insert custom slide suggesting desired next steps. 



Get started with Dynamics 365 Finance empower 
your digital transformation by applying intelligence 
and connecting your data.

Lean on the next generation of business 
applications with trusted Microsoft cloud services.

Dynamics 365 learning paths

Dynamics 365 Finance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Take the next stepSlide purpose: Suggest audience the path they can further take to learn more about Dynamics 365 Finance.Key points: Take the next step.Get started with Dynamics 365 Finance. Empower your digital transformation b applying intelligence and connecting your data.Lean on the next generation of business applications with trusted Microsoft cloud services.https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/dynamics365/https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/finance/overview/ 

https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/finance/overview/
https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/finance/overview/
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